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"LOST GIRL is smart urban fantasy with the perfect balance of humor and emotion. Vanderlinden

combines witty dialogue and an original premise, using the crumbling urban landscape of Detroit as

a backdrop for heart pumping action with just the right balance of romance. A great debut effort, and

a series I'm eager to follow."-Elizabeth Hunter, best selling author of the Elemental Mysteries,

Elemental World, and Irin Chronicles seriesMolly Brooks is a telepathic vigilante with a few secrets

and a mysterious past. Determined to make something of her bizarre powers, she devotes herself to

saving those who need her most. One night, she's followed by a powerful being in a pickup truck,

and her world will never be the same. Finding herself thrust into a world full of supernatural beings

she could have only imagined, Molly learns how powerful she really is, and how much she stands to

lose.Combining elements of urban fantasy and paranormal romance, Lost Girl is the first book in the

Hidden series by author Colleen Vanderlinden.
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This book was a fast paced, action packed, thoroughly entertaining ride of a story... From the very



start I was intrigued and it didn't let up... Not for one minute. It's a fine line to walk to write a story

that is all of these things without seeming rushed, but the author achieved a story that was to the

point without giving me whiplash. Being the first book in a series it did have the job of setting up the

world and storyline to do. While the storyline definitely got off to a roaring start and I did get a good

sense of this alternate universe, I do hope that in the subsequent books we get a little more detail

about this world and the beings in it.Molly was a bit of a darker heroine than the usual. Totally bad

ass and unpredictable... Actually she probably was bordering on unhinged for a lot of the book! She

was definitely conflicted, she didn't for the most part understand her powers or where her place in

the world was. She was a loner and pretty prickly towards anyone and everyone. What absolutely

didn't help her state of mind was the certain big, gruff Nain... He swept in, shook up her world and

her life was never the same. Nain, just like Molly, was dark and light rolled into one, but in his case

way way darker. He's not some kind of ex-bad-demon... he's the real deal ex-evil-demon. But he's

spent a long time fighting for redemption before rounding up Molly to join his group of assorted

supernatural good-guys. I loved the chemistry between these two... The power, the violence, the

needing to do good. Their relationship (and sometimes lack of relationship) is what in my opinion

really propelled the book along.
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